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Participation in ultramarathon races has grown with an estimated 70,000 runners participating
yearly in running races throughout the world.5,7,10,13 Ultramarathon races may be
characterized as single stage point-to-point continuous races occurring over a specific time
period (e.g., 1-2 days) while multi-staged races are point-to-point races that usually occur
over 3-7 days. Ultramarathons typically take place in extreme environments with variations
in terrain (mountains, snow, sand dunes, river crossings, slot canyons), temperature, and
humidity. Such variation can lead to significant injury, including blisters. A foot blister may
be considered merely a nuisance, but for some, it may lead to dropping out of an event, or
even progress to cellulitis or sepsis; highlighting the importance of a thorough evaluation and
optimal treatment.
1. How common are blisters in long distance running events?
Blister rates vary depending upon the distance of the race. Reported rates range from 0.2% to
39% for marathon,16 32% to 45% for multi-stage adventure events17,19 and represent up to
70% of all medical visits in multiday ultramarathons.12
2. Why do blisters occur?
A friction blister injury is due to the repeated action of the skin rubbing against another
surface (e.g., sock or footwear). As the external surface moves across the skin, a frictional
force opposes the movement. When the external force exceeds the frictional force, movement
occurs at the interface of the two surfaces causing sliding. However, these repetitive forces
along the surface of the skin cause shear forces within the skin. Excessive shear stress results
in exfoliation of the stratum corneum and erythema in and around the zone of injury.2,14
Continued shear causes epidermal cells in the stratum spinosum to delaminate, split and die.
Cellular necrosis is followed by an accumulation of serum-like fluid (low-protein, electrolyte
rich) filling the intra-epidermal split secondary to hydrostatic pressure and formation of a
blister. The intact superficial cells of the stratum corneum and stratum granulosum form the
blister’s “roof.” Blister formation is impacted by a variety of factors including the magnitude
of the skin shear and number of shear cycles.6,14
3. What other factors influence the formation of blisters?
Skin Characteristics: Maintaining proper skin health is important in preventing blisters.
Callous formation can result in greater shear force below the callous, and therefore increase
the risk for blister formation. Use of tobacco has been associated with compromised blood
flow which could lead to increased shear forces. Friction is lowest when skin is very dry or
very wet compared to moist skin, so maintaining dry skin is generally the optimal approach
to decrease the risk of blister formation.9
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Skin – Sock Interface: Moisture wicking socks will keep to foot dry while double layer socks
will decrease the compressive forces on the skin.1 Finding an optimal balance between
frictional and compressive forces should be the goal. Abrasive particulate matter (e.g., sand
or dust) will also increase friction at the skin-sock interface leading to the formation of
blisters. Frequent changing of socks or utilization of gaiters can minimize the accumulation
of particulate.
Lubricants and Antiperspirants: Lubricants can decrease friction when first applied, but
studies have shown that this only lasts about around one hour. After an hour, the lubricant
can increase skin moisture, which is a risk factor for blister formation.18 Antiperspirants may
decrease friction by impacting skin moisture, but frequently cause skin irritation.
Pads and Powders: In theory, pads should disperse the friction forces across the foot
(reducing localized shear), but it is not clear if this is true. Powders may impact skin
hydration which might reduce the risk of blister formation.4
Taping: The simple application of paper tape has been shown to reduce blister formation by
40% in multi-stage ultramarathon runners.15
Gait Biomechanics and Shoes: The majority of ultramarathon runners utilize a heel-strike
pattern, though the pattern may change over the course of the race.8 Though studies have
shown that altering foot-strike pattern or step cadence can impact the forces to the lower
extremity, it is unclear how this impacts the formation of blisters.3 In addition, there are no
data to suggest a specific shoe or use of a shoe insert will decrease the risk of blister
formation.
4. How do I treat a blister?
Prevention is optimal, but if you experience a blister, it is good to know how to address the
problem. When a blister occurs, instituting treatment as soon as possible improves outcome,
reduces pain, and minimizes complications from either subsequent tissue damage or
infection. In the early stages of blister formation, evaluating for the presence of a sensation of
warmth from the hot spot is a warning sign. Prompt attention and rapid treatment can stop the
abrasive process to prevent progressive blister formation. Here are some steps for treating a
blister:
• Preparation: If you attempt to drain a blister (1) prepare the blister area by making sure
the skin is clean of dirt and grit and as dry as possible, and (2) clean the needle or safety
pin with an alcohol pad.
• Drainage: The best protection for a blister is its own “roof,” so efforts should be taken to
maintain this natural skin protection. Small friction blisters that are not causing
significant discomfort should be left intact. If the skin is not intact, it should be removed
prior to dressing. When draining a blister, puncture the blister with the prepared needle or
pin at a distal point allowing natural foot pressure to continually squeeze out fluid. If
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more drainage is required, use several small holes rather than one large hole, limiting risk
of de-roofing the blister. Gently blot out the expressed fluid, cover the now-flattened
blister with paper tape that is cut to overlap the edge of the blister.
• Taping: A thin paper tape or adhesive tape (e.g., Elastikon) may be utilized to decrease
shear to the area of the blister. One should consider using an adhesive substance, such as
benzoin (liquid, squares, or spray), to ensure security of the applied dressing.
- Intact Skin: Any tape used for blister treatment should be applied as smoothly as
possible. Any folds or wrinkles in the tape should be avoided because they may lead to
high pressure and friction areas. Cutting the tape corners to round them and avoiding
“dog-ears” will help in avoiding further blisters. All tape should be cut long enough to
extend well beyond the border of the blister and any blister pads underneath the tape.
Constriction through overlapping of tape and circumferential wrapping of the feet
should be avoided as it may lead to venous congestion and subsequent swelling.
- Non-intact Skin: If the blister’s roof is ripped open, trim off the devitalized skin, apply
a hydrocolloid layer of a Spenco 2nd skin pad over the exposed base. As a final layer,
apply a shaped adhesive tape (e.g.,. Elastikon) for extra protection as noted above.
5. How can I prevent blisters?
We can’t prevent every blister, but we can attempt to minimize the risk of sustaining a
blister.6,11 Below are some steps you can take:
• Take Care of Your Feet
- Keep your feet dry / avoid particulate (sand, rocks)
- Remove callouses / trim your toenails
- Use proper fitting (tested) shoes
- Use proper fitting insoles / orthotics
- Consider lubricating frequently vs powders vs taping (paper)
- Utilize moisture wicking socks and change them often
- Consider using a low friction vs double layer sock
• Take Care of Your Body
- Maintain good nutrition, hydration and sleep
- Train to allow adaptions to the stress of running and minimize fatigue
- Optimize your strength, flexibility and running form
- Avoid tobacco
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